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THE ASCENT OF THE « COLLECTIVE DOMINANT 
POSITION » CONCEPT IN EC MERGER CONTROL

• Before the Gencor and Airtours rulings
– Simple versus collective dominance (old merger

regulation)
– The meaning of collective dominance was unclear

• A bag into which mergers deemed undesirable were thrown in 
the absence of simple dominance? 

• Need for structural links?
• Airtours ruling (2002)

– A clear economic meaning, sanctioned by the new 
merger regulation (2004)

– Coordinated versus non-coordinated effects
– A clear test

• The three “Airtours criteria”
• Transparency, availability of a retaliatory mechanism, absence 

of countervailing forces
– … or so it seemed until Sony/BMG
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BACK TO BASICS: THE ECONOMICS OF TACIT COLLUSION

• Definition: A collective dominant position is
present if tacit collusion is possible

• Two issues
– Definition of a common line of action

• Prices
• Market shares
• Client allocation…

– Stability
• External: lack of countervailing competitive forces
• Internal: lack of incentives to deviate
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THE INTERNAL STABILITY OF TACIT COLLUSION

• Each firm has a short-term incentive to 
deviate from the common line of action
– Price undercutting
– Targeting customers attributed to other firms

• Tacit collusion is feasible only if this can be
discouraged…

• … which requires the short-term gain from
deviating to be more than offset by the long-
term pain that would follow.
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THE INTERNAL STABILITY OF TACIT COLLUSION

• A single question: would deviation be profitable?

• Important caveats (regarding principles)

– Permanent structural features vs. impact of merger

– The « reverse domino effect »
• Henry Kissinger’s domino effect: forward-looking
• Here, « backward induction »: the expectation of future 

unraveling (for some exogenous reason) breaks collusion today
• Hence, need for a long-run assessment

– More so than for non-coordinated effects
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Hence, the three Airtours criteria…

• Market transparency
– Implies that the retaliation decision 

can be quick
• Availability of a retaliatory 

mechanism

• Absence of countervailing forces
– Buyer power
– Potential entrants
– Close substitutes

Internal stability

External stability
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… and a lot of « subcriteria »
• Market growth facilitates collusion

– Makes retaliation more painful

• Demand seasonality makes collusion more difficult
– Incentive to deviate at the end of a high-demand period

• Quick technical change makes collusion more difficult
– Reverse domino effect

• Cost symmetry facilitates collusion
– Facilitates the definition of a common line of action (e.g., price)

• Spare capacity asymmetry makes collusion more difficult
– The firm with the largest spare capacity/sales ratio has a strong

incentive to deviate (large short-term gain, little vulnerability)

• Multi-market contact facilitates collusion
– May increase symmetry in capacities
– Increases the set of retaliation opportunities
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Possible sources of confusion
• Many criteria and subcriteria ⇒ risk of conflicting evidence

– How should different pieces of evidence be weighed?

• The very meaning of transparency is sometimes unclear
– Intermediate situations, depending on the parameter of interest

• Retail prices, wholesale prices (listed or actual), market shares, clients
• Bidding markets: prices, or also the detailed contents of offers?

– Delay of detection
• Bidding markets: is post-tender detection sufficient?

• How should the retaliation criterion be assessed?
– When is the threat of non-collusive competition dissuasive?
– Delay for effective retaliation: how long is too long? (Airtours)
– When is possible retaliation also credible?

• Structural features of the market vs. merger impact
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Any guidance from the case law?
• Airtours

– The CFI took issue with the Commission’s finding that 
there was a risk of creating or strengthening a c.d.p.

– It challenged the Commission on
• the speed of detection of possible deviations
• related to this, the delay needed to retaliate
• the effectiveness of « directional selling » and « de-tacking » 

as effective retaliatory mechanisms
• the incentive to carry out costly retaliatory actions

– and thus their credibility

• Sony/BMG
– The CFI challenged the finding that there was no risk!
– It disputed (inter alia) the claim that the lack of 

transparency on wholesale rebates was enough to 
offset the transparency of weekly sales data and 
listed wholesale prices
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Any guidance from the case law?
• Main lesson: the standard of proof is set very high, in 

either direction

• The point of this talk
– The Airtours criteria have no meaning outside of a global 

“scenario” of tacit collusion
– An integrated economic analysis is likely to be both more accurate 

and more predictable than a lazy “checklist” approach
– Integrating within a single analysis

• the transparency and retaliation criteria
• structural market features and merger impact

– Econometrics can help
• but a lot can also be done without econometrics

– An example: simple simulation in the case of bidding markets
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Addressing the transparency criterion: example 1
• Key question: is rivals’ behaviour transparent?
• Relationship between available data and relevant 

strategic variables
• Example

– differentiated product market
– demand for each product is highly unpredictable

• Coordination on market shares / sales volumes is difficult
• Coordination on prices could make sense
• Price transparency could be enough
• Transparency over sales would not be enough
• Caveat: Stigler (1964) versus Green and Porter (1984)

– Collusion with imperfect information is more difficult but possible
– Key idea: each firm’s sales provides some information about the 

likelihood that a deviation took place
– Temporary price war if a firm’s demand falls too much

• Mistakes, sometimes
• These price wars indeed take place, they are not a mere threat

– An empirical analysis of past market data may be helpful
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Addressing the transparency criterion: example 2

• A homogeneous product, single market price

• Highly volatile aggregate demand

• Price transparency alone would not be enough
– Deviation = increasing volumes brought to the market
– Impossibility to tell whether a price decline was caused by a 

deviation or by a decline in demand

• Tacit collusion would require firms to agree on price + 
market shares, or total sales + market shares
– Illustration: OPEC

• Same caveat as for example 1
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Addressing the transparency criterion
Example 3: aftermarkets

• A primary good (printers, handsets)

• A secondary good (ink cartridges, minutes of communication)
– No compatibility

• Assume price transparency for the secondary good only. Is 
this enough?

• Do not ignore the price interactions between the two goods!
– The profitability of secondary good sales intensifies competition w.r.t. 

the primary good.

• The overall impact on customers depends on
– Switching costs
– The relative size of the pool of new clients and locked-in clients
– Demand elasticities
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Addressing the transparency criterion
Example 4: bidding markets

• Question 1:does the transparency criterion apply to 
information about 

• the identity of the winner of every bid?
• the identity of the winner + the details of its offer?

– Answer: it depends
• Homogeneous good: the identity of the winner may be enough
• Heterogeneous good + uncertainty about each client’s preferences: 

this is not enough
– A firm may have won a bid because it violated the tacit agreement by 

offering a low price, or because the buyer happens to like its product.

• Question 2: is post-tender detection enough
– Answer: it depends on the presence of subsequent retaliation 

possibilities (number and size of subsequent tenders)
– This shows that the transparency and retaliation criteria are 

closely intertwined
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Addressing the transparency criterion
How long is too long for information relevation?

• No general answer
• This depends on an overall comparison

Profit from deviation x time before detection
+ discounted flow of profits during and after retaliation

greater or smaller than 

Flow of profits in the absence of any deviation?

• This implies that transparency and retaliation cannot be 
assessed separately

• The « checklist » approach is insufficient
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Possible versus credible retaliation
• Reversion to non-collusive behaviour is always credible

• This may not be enough

• More painful deterrents may be needed
– Abnormally low prices, so as to hurt the deviator
– Offers targeted to deviator’s customers (directly or not)
– Retaliation in other markets

• Incentive to carry out such retaliatory actions
– They may facilitate the return to collusion after a while
– They may deter future deviations
– However, some retaliatory actions may lack credibility

• They are costly.
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Possible versus credible retaliation: an example
• Collective dominance in the wholesale mobile telephony market

• Regulator’s thesis
– Tacit agreement not to host MVNOs in France
– Transparency: after the signature of hosting contracts
– Retaliation in the retail market (more painful than reversal to non-collusive 

behaviour) or in the wholesale market (inducing the MVNO to switch host)

• Retaliation in retail market may lack credibility
– Assume that there are very few serious MVNO candidates (not implausible)
– After entry, no point to deter future entry (too late)
– A possible rationale for retaliation: evicting MVNOs after they entered
– High exit costs would remove any incentive to retaliate
– They could result from technical factors, or from fine-tuning the deviation

• Clauses designed to make exit unappealing (e.g., nonlinear pricing)
– This would make retaliation pointless ex post, and thus not credible ex ante

• Similarly, wholesale retaliation could be prevented by introducing 
exclusivity clauses in the MVNO contracts at the deviation stage
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Conclusion: the need for an overall economic 
analysis

• The Airtours and Sony/BMG rulings need not be 
inconsistent

• A global economic analysis of the feasibility of tacit 
collusion is far superior to a simplistic « checklist » 
approach

• Quantification might increase predictability

– Calculate the short term gains and the long-term losses resulting 
from deviations away from hypothetical collusive agreements

– Such a calculation makes use of the same econometric 
techniques as the ones now routinely used for the assessment of 
unilateral effects in horizontal mergers

• Demand estimation and elasticity calculation
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An illustration
Simple (simplistic?) simulation in a bidding market

• Assumption: contract duration mandated by law
– As is the case in some sectors

• Data: list of current contracts with
– Revenues
– Identity of current supplier
– Expiration date

• Candidate for tacit collusion: an agreement not to target 
rivals’ customers

• Is this sustainable with an implicit threat of fierce 
competition forever as a retaliatory mechanism?
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An illustration
Simple (simplistic?) simulation in a bidding market

• For each firm and each year, assess this scenario:
– Deviation = winning ALL contracts expiring this year (small price 

discount)
– Retaliation = zero profits on all contracts up for renewal later
– Deviator’s profits = all ongoing contracts + newly won contracts

• Implicit assumptions 
– Very high degree of substitutability
– Stable market, no new entrants, stable demand
– Profit / revenue ratio is identical across contracts
– More sophisticated retaliation is ruled out (e.g., in other markets)

• Can be tested under different assumptions
– Pre- and post-merger
– Discount rate (deviator’s cost of capital?)
– Market growth
– Share of market which could be captured by each deviator
– Relative margin in the non-collusive versus collusive equilibria
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Simple simulation in the case of a bidding market

• Output: is deviation by any single firm any given year profitable? 

• Limitation: the result makes economic sense only if one believes in the 
strong underlying assumptions

• But still better than the separate assessment of the various criteria, as it 
integrates many of them within a single test
– Contract duration
– “Seasonality” (fluctuations in size of market up for grabs every year)
– Market growth
– Market share distribution (possible mavericks)
– Impact of merger

• Can be improved by using econometric techniques
– An econometric estimation of demand would allow one to better estimate

• non-collusive and collusive profits (and hence the long-term gain from 
perpetuating collusion)

• the short-term gain from deviating
– Similar to analyses undertaken to assess non-coordinated effects
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